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PALAEOLITHIC CAMPSITE

The first human being lived from _______________, ______________ and ________________
wild fruits. They hunted _______________, ________________, and___________. They were
_____________ because they didn´t live in the same place and moved constantly. They were
organized in small___________. They lived outdoors, in caves or in wood huts. Our ancestors
decorated the caves with ____________about hunting scenes. They also made tiny sculptures
of women called _________________. Men and women made tools and objects of carved
___________ and bones to hunt and cut animal´s skins and meat. The discovery of
__________ was extremely important because they used it to heat their caves, cook
___________ and drive wild animals away.


Ask the following questions with your partner :

What are the characterisctics that make these images scenes from the Palaeolithic ?
How did humans spend their time during the Palaeolithic Age ?
Describe the activities and tools they used. Describe the clothes they wore, food …..
How did they make fire? How did people make their stone tools? Why fire is one of the most
important discoveries in the history of humanity ?
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NEOLITHIC
About ten thousand years ago human beings learned how to __________ plants and
domesticate animals : it was the beginning of ____________and __________farming. For this
reason humans lived next to ___________lands. They built __________ to live and
became__________. The villages were generally located next to rivers to be able to supply
water to agriculture and the town. They started to polished stone tools such as hoes, sickles to
collect the___________. To grind the grain they used hand mills. They invented two new
innovations technics : textile and__________. The textiles were made using __________from
animals. The pottery was made by hand and baked in a kiln. At the end of the Neolithic ,
humans invented the ___________ which was used for agricultural activity and as an potter´s
wheel.


Ask the following questions with your partner :

What are the characterisctics that make these images scenes from the Neolithic?
Describe the activities and tools they used. Describe the clothes they wore, food …..

ACTIVITY :
Now look at the images and try to remember what you have learned. In pairs label and identify
the pictures about how people lived in the Prehistory.
How was the Neolithic way of life different from the Palaeolithic way of life ?
Tell your partner what you remember using the following expressions :
Language support :
In the Palaeolithic time they used stone tools for hunting while in the Neolithic time ………….. ; In
the Palaeolithic people lived from …../ In the Neolithic people lived from ……….they ate cereal
because they were farmers ; Storehouses were places when people stored food …./ they lived
in small villages near rivers

